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During the 196869 school year, a survey of Ohio's Adult Basic Education programs was

conducted for the Division of Federal Assistance of the Ohio Department of Education by
the Department of Evaluation and Research of the Columbus Public Schools. The purpose
of the survey was to ollect descriptive Information about the 72 Adult Basic Education,
or ABE, programs in operation at that time.

ABE programs are funded under the Adult Education Act, which was passed in 1966 as
a part of Public Law 89.750.This act, as amended and as implemented under 196869 guide-
lines, provided funds for instructional programs for persons eighteen years of age and older
who were not enrolled in school and who had less than an eighth-grade education or !ts
functional equivalency.

The intent of ABE at the time of survey was to provide opportunities that enabled
adults to continue Oeir education to at least the level of completion of eighth-grade
and to make available the means to secure training that enabled these adults to become
rugs employable, productive, and responsible citizens. (Recent amendments have lowered
the qualifying age to sixteen and raised the equivalency level to completion of secondary
school.)

How Profile information Was Collected
Survey instruments,developed jointly by the Department of Evaluation and Research of

the Columbus Public Schools and the Division of Federal Assistance of the Ohio Depart-
ment of Education, were designed to collect information from three groups: local program
directors, teachers, and students.

During the months of February and March of 1969, all program directors and all ABE
teachers across Ohio were asked to complete survey instruments. Concurrently, a sampling
of ABE studentslimited to districts having programs which had been in operation for at
least one yearwas interviewed by local directors, counsel." or teachers. The data
were collected and compiled by the Department of Evaluation and Research of the Colum-
bus Public tchools.

How Profile infoniation Is Reported
This publicationwhich was prepared by the Division of Federal Assistance of the Ohio

Department of Educationcontains pertinent information from composited survey data.
The cot ter,t is divided into four sectionsthree sections coinciding with the groups from
which information was collected and a concluding section with observations and
recommendations.

Hopefully, the publication will provide local school superk tendents, ABE program
directors, and teachers, and other Interested persons with a more comprehensive picture
of Adult Basic Education In Ohio.





DIRECTOR PROFILE

In 1969, during the months of February and March, 69 of 72 directors of ABE
programs in Ohio completed survey forms about their programs. Information was
collected about housing, scheduling of classes, director responsibilities, staff utilization,
student recruitment, retention procedures, and curriculum content. Capsule summaries
of the survey data follow.

How Many Classes Are Represented
At the time of the survey, the 69 directors who responded were responsible for a

total of 447 ABE classes. Approximately 40% of these classes (120 in Cleveland, 38 in
Cincinnati, and 22 in Toledo) were handled by three directors. Seven directors were
responsible for 11 to 20 classes each, or a total of 91 classes. The remaining 59 directors
were responsible for Ito 10 classes, or a total of 176 classes.

Classes Per Director

26% 13% 9% 12%

15 G 10 21 120

Percent of 447 Classes Represented

Classes Per Director

15

74%

Percent of 69 Directors Involved

40%

010

12% 6% 4% 4%

%There Classes Are Housed
ABE classes are housed in a variety of locations. Public school classrooms are the most

frequently used facilities, particularly in programs with IS or fewer classes. Of all
reported classes, over tirothirds were housed in public schools. Included in the "other
facilities" category below were hospitals and YMCA/YWCA's.

Class Location

Public schools

Non-school governmental
buildings

Churches

Other facilities

Percent of 447 Classes Represented

13 %.

12

When Classes Are Scheduled
More night classes were reported than day classes. Generally, day classes were offered

only in programs having at least II classes.

Class Time

"V 11111111111111111111:11111111=111111111111
15% 85%

Percent of 447 Classes Represented
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What Tasks Are Performed by Directors

Major portions of an ABE director's time ore apparently devoted to program and cur-
riculum planning, to supervision of teachers, and to recruitment. How the 69 directors
in survey say they devote 10% or more of their time is shown below.

Percent of 69 Directors Percent of Time Directors
\ Devote to Various TasksReporting Within

Respective Time
Blocks

Program/curriculum planning 32% 30% 13%
Supervision of teachers 25 18 17

Recruitment of students 16 19 32
Counseling of students 3 10 28
Inservice training of teat.ters 10 32
Other responsibilities 19 9 6

What Problems Do Directors Encounter

Directors were asked to list major problems encountered in implementing ABEprograms.
Areas mentioned, in rank order of frequency, included ...

recruiting students.

finding appropriate instructional materials.

having students attend regularly.

recruiting qualified teachers.

retaining students in the program.

helping students resolve personal scheduling conflicts.

solving funding problems.

Which Teachers Do Directors Prefer

Nearly three-fourths of the program directors reported a preference
experience in elementary education. Teachers with a background in
were prefe red by 28% of the directors. A preference for teachers in
range was also indicated. No clear preference was expressed for
teachers. Of the 69 participating directors . . .

74% prefer teachers with an elementary. background.
9% prefer teachers with a secondary backgrromd.

17% have no preference.

I S% prefer teachers aged 20 to 29.

60% prefer teachers aged 30 to 39.

16% prefer teachers aged 40 of above.

9% have no preference.

45% prefer male teachers.

38% prefer female teachers.

17% have no preference.

4

for teachers with
special education
the 30 to 39 age
male or female



What Teachers Qualities Do Directors Seek
Special qualities that directors seek when employing ABE teachers vary considerably.

Major considerations appear to be . . .

abi'ity to relate with disadvantaged adults.
experience in understanding and teaching adults.

personality factors.

flexibility and versatility.

What Local Inservice Training Is Provided
Because of the nature of ABE programming much of the inservice training is conducted

on a state-wide or regional basis. Additionally, 62% of the 69 program directors indicated
that local inservice training sessions were conducted for ABE teachers. The number of
sessions reported per director ranged from one to ten or more.

Sessions Conducted

a . .

26% 6% 12% 13% 38% 6%

Percent of 69 Directors involved

Those directors conducting inservice activities indicated they held sessions ranging
from one-hour meetings to day-long workshops.

Session Length, by Hours

34

26% 15% 9% 7% 38% 5%

Percent of 59 Directors b 'olved

What Local inserviee Sessions Stress

Objectives of local inservice training sessions vary widely from program to program.
Areas most often reported included .

acquainting teachers with instructional materials and audio-visual aids.

improving instruction and teaching techniques.

meeting needs of ABE students.

clarifying goals and objectives of ABE.

recruiting and holding students.

How Students Are Recruited

Various techniques are used within ABE programs to recruit students. Analysis of data
related to the 69 programs indicated that

88% used newspapers to recruit students.

57% used radio.

S2% had one or more stiff members assigned part-time to recruiting.

46% utilized one or more persons from community or state agencies.
15% used television.

7% had one or more staff members assigned full-time to recruiting.

35% used other procedures.

Taken as a whok the 69directors reported the above procedures 208 times. This suggests
that, for the average program, multiple techniques were used to recruit students.
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What Agencies Refer Students
A variety of agencies provide program directors with student referrals. Agencies most
frequently mentioned by the 69 directors were, in rank and order, . . .

welfare departments.

Ohio Employment Services offices.

Community Action Councils and 0E0 offices.
churches.

What Follow-up Procedures Are Used
The 69 directors reported that various contact approaches were used to learn why

students were absent or why they had dropped from the program. In many instances
more tIon one method was reported with teacher contact being the most frequent.
Most contacts were repor.edly made after students missal two or three classes.

Person Contacting Percent of aa Directors Reporting the Procedure as Routine
Absentee or Dropout

Teacher

Another student

Recruiter or counselor

Para-professional (aide)

Person other than above

15';

10

How Effective Are Follow-up Efforts
Program directors were asked to rate the effectiveness of various techniques directed

toward reducing absences and preventing dropouts. Teacher contacts were considered as
the most successful follow-up technique. Percentages of the 69 directors reporting
various degrees of effectiveness, by technique, are reported below.

Tischer Contacts

Student Con Sects

-

4

Remitter or Counselor Contacts

PareProtessiosal (Aide) Contacts

13 1111

1111

13% 9%

77%

IIIIIMost successful. Moderately successful. 11111 Little or no effect. Not rated.
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Percent of
Class Time

80% or more

60% or more

40% or more

20% or more

80% or more

60% or more

40% or more

20% or more

How Curriculum Content Is Determined
Project directors were questioned on the criteria used for determining courses offered

to ABE students. Tabulation indicated that, of the 69 directors, ...

96% said curriculum content was based on the needs of enrolled students.

33% considered "anticipated needs" of the target population.
13% reported "administrative decision."

6% indicated other considerations or restated a combination of the above
criteria.

What Curriculum Areas Are Emphasized
Curriculum emphasis within ABE programs falls solidly within the language develop-

ment/reading area and the mathematics area. Areas receiving less emphasis include social
studies, science and health, end everyday living considerations. Analysis of director's
subject listings indicated that of the 69 programs . . .

100% had course(s) in language development or reading.

96% had course(s) in mathematics.

41% had course(s) in social studies.

20% had course(s) in science or health.

14% had course(s) related to everyday living considerations.

Percentages of time devoted to language development and reading and to mathematics
further indicated concentration of efforts in these two areas.

Language Development and Binding Course(s)

Mathematics Course(s)

Whether Standardized Tests Are Used
Program directors were asked to indkate the name and publisher of standardized to is

used within their ABE programs. Analysis of responses did not show a clear pattern of
usage for any single test or group of tests. Approximately two-thirds of the directors
listed one or more ticks.

The directors, did, however, indicate three general purposes for using standardized
tests. These were, in rank order of indicated usage, . . .

evaluation of all students at the end of each school year.
evaluation of students as they enter the program for the first time.

evaluation of all students at the beginning of each school year.

7



What Student Records Are Kept
AU 69 directors indicated that four types of student data (educational background,

attendance, ABE progress, and ABE levels completed) were collected a id kept on file.
The location of student records appears to be about evenly divided between central files
and teacher files, with numerous records apparently kept in duplicate. Data for the
various records maintained, including where filed, are reported below.

Educational Background Records

is. . IP .

71% in Crntral Files .

46% in Teacher Files

Attendance Records

100% to

42% 3

87W,

ABE Progress Records

100%;

58%

71%

ABE Levels Completed

100%
PP

Hours of instruction

65%;

61%

Famil -Social Data

fi %

58%

32%

Standardized Test Scores

36%

8



TEACHER PROFILE

A total of 356 teachers from 69 ABE programs across the state of Ohio completed
questionnaires. This number represents approximately 63% of all ABE teachers employed
in ABE programs Implemented in Ohio during fiscal year 1969.

"Who" the Teachers Are
Slightly more women than men were in the responding group of teachers. Over half of

the group were in the 30.49 age brackets.

Women

20%

56%

31%

Men.

Percent of 356 Teachers

Percent of 356 Teachers

.5

23%

44%

I

19% 7%

What Degrees Teachers Hold

Over one-third of the responding teachers hold masters degrees, and many more have
additional graduate work beyond their bachelors degrees. Several hold doctorate or
education specialist degrees. The unclassified group includes persons who qualified
responses or who have less than a bachelors degree.

Bachelors Degree

60%

Unclassified

Percent of 356 Teachers

35%

How Teachers Have Specialized
Approximately one-fifth of the 356 teachers indicated that they had more than one

area of specialization. Nearly two-thirds listed specialization in elementary education
while over one-third reported secondary specialization. Most frequently mentioned areas
of "other specialization" were reading, counseling, guidance, administration, and super-
vision.

Area of Specialization

Elementary education

Secondary education

Special education

Adult education

Other specialization

Percent of 356 Teachers

34%.

12%

13%

9

6%



What Certification Teachers Hold
Certification patterns tend to parallel reported areas of specializrtion. The number of

certificates held by the 356 teachers reveals that approximately 40% have more than one
type of certification. "Other certification" includes kindergartenprimary, vocational, and
temporary certification.

Type of Certification

Elementary

Secondary

Special education

Administrative

Supervisory

Counseling

Other certification

34

10%

Percent of 358 leathers

64%

37%

10%

1, 5%

How Long Have Teachers Participated in ABE
ApproxirnRtely 56% of the 356 teachers had taught in ABE programs prior to the

196849 school year.

2

26%

Years Experience Teaching ABE

1

21%

None

Percent of 356 Teachers

44%

How Experienced Teachers Are in Working with Adults
Teachers indicated a wide variety of experiences in working with adults. The most

frequently mentioned types of experiences were with church school or tutoring. Areas
mentioned as "other experiences" include non- school' teaching activities, volunteer
work, and social services activities.

Type of Adult Work

Church school work

Volunteer tutoring

MDTA (Manpower
Development Training Act)

Military teaching

Non-credit courses
(high school level)

Credit courses
(high school level)

Othar experiences

Percent of 356 Teachers

145%

10 %.

10%

5%

25%

10



How Much Methods in Teaching Reading Have Teachers Had
Approximately 83% of the 356 teachers indicated that they had taken one or more

methods courses in the teaching of reading. This suggests that many of the secondary-
trained teachers, as well as the elementary-trained ones, have had reading methods
courses. Of the 13% reporting 10 or more sc.o.ester hours of reading methodology,
nearly half indicated more than 25 semester hours.

Semester Hours Percent of 358 Teachers

10 or more ME
7.9

4.8

1.3

None

.19",

74

How Much Methods in Teaching Arithmetic Have Teachers Had
About 80% of the 356 teachers indicated that they had taken one or more methods

courses in the teaching of arithmetic. Slightly more than 7% of the teachers indicated
that they had taken between 10 and 25 semester hours of arithrne tic methodology.

Semester Hours Percent of 356 Teachers

10 or more

7.9

4-6

1-3

None

34%

20%

What Workshop Training Have Teachers Had
Approximately 40% of the 356 teachers indicated that they had attended an ABE

workshop or institute between 1966 and 1969. In most instances the sessions mentioned
were of short-term duration and sponsored either by the Ohio Department of Education
or by local school systems. The three longer workshops (two weeks or more) mentioned
most frequently were, in rank order, those sponsored by ...

Ohio State University.
Akron State University.

Wayne State University.

What Training Teachers Feel Would Be Helpful
The teachers were questioned on areas in which additional academic training- would

help them to carry out ABE assignments. Data related to the three areas of greatest
concern are reported below.

Area of Academic Training

Use of programmed learning materials

Methods end materials in teaching reading

Guidance and counseling techniques

Percent of 358 Teachers

45 hiCttst Helpful 13% Helpful

47°A

29%

11

17%*

8%



What Full-Time Assignments Teachers Have

Teachers reported a wide range of full-time assignments. The 27% in the "other full-
time assignment" category below included administrators, supervisors, coordinators, and
education specialists.

Full:time Assignment

Teacher, ABE

Teacher, grades 1.13

Teacher, grades 7-8

Teacher, grades 9.12

Other full-time assignment

No full-time assignment

Percent of 258 Teachers

12%

1111111111
14%

141/4

2-Vr;

What Teachers' ABE Assignments Are

Adult Basic Education students are generally classified into three levels-beginning
(comparable with grades 1-3), intermediate (grades 4.6), and advanced (grades 7.8). Some
teaching assignments, particularly in the learning center settings, are multi-level. In the
data presented below, an undetermined portion of the teachers reporting multi-level
assignments worked in learning-laboratory or 'mini-lab" settings. The "other assignment"
category includes teachers of specific courses and persons having administrative as well as
teaching responsibilities.

Assignment Peron* of $68 Tosohors

Multi-level

Beginning-level

I ntermediate-level

Advanced-level

English as a second language

Learning center teacher 1111 496

Other assignment 111-6%

How Many Teachers Have Aides

Over two-thirds of the 356 teachers indicated that an aide, or para-professional, assisted
them with classroom and related activities.

12



How Teachers Perceive Program Goals
The teachers were asked to express their opinions about primary and secondary goals of

ABE. Enabling adults to cope with dayto-day requirements was considered slightly more
important than teaching basic skills. Preparing students for job training or jobs was rated
third in importance.

To Enable Adults to Cope with Daily Occupational, Social, Civic, and Personal Requirements

Plimmy 66,11 5l ",.ol :P.Ai

To Teach Basic Skills In Reading end Arithmetic

To Prepare Adults for Job Training and Jobs

.1 34%

Secondary: 30%

How Well Teachers Think Program Goals Are Being Met
Over 90% of the 356 teachers are satisfied that the previously ranked goals are being

achieved fairly well or very well.

How Teachers Think Primary Coals Are Being Met

Very well, little
improvement needed

Fairly well, some
improvement needed

Not at all, much II
2%

Improvement needed

'27% of 356 Teachers

69%

No response II---246

How Teachers Think Secondary Goals Are Being Met
Very well, little
improvement needed

Fairly well, some
Improvement needed

Not at all, much
1111- 5%improvement needed

No response ---3%

68%

How Curriculum Content Is Determined
Teachers, as well as project directors, were questioned on criteria for determining

courses offered to ABE students. Fo; comparison purposes, the data for directors are
repeated below.

. li . ,

Needs of enrolled students 81% 96%
Teacher decision 15 35
Administrative decision 10 13
Anticipated needs of target population 9 33
Other considerations/combination of crittria 2 6

13



How Students Are Assigned to Classes

When students enter an ABE program for the first time, "typical" assignment to a par-
ticular class level or to specific teaming laboratory activities is apparently based on a com-
bination of testing and counseling. Percentages of the 356 teachers reporting various
methods are shown below. The 11% reported as "other bases" ranged from combinations
of conferences and testing to random assignment.

Basis for Class Assignment

Teacher/student conferences

Standardized reading tests

Informal reading tests

Counselor/student conferences

Other bases

Percent of 356 Teachers

42%

35%

24%

18%

How Much Time Teachers Devote to Communication Skills

Nearly 90% of the 356 teachers devote 20% or more of their time to development of
communication skills.

1%

60-79% 40-59% 20-39% I None

1.19%

80-99%

!WM
80-99%

51)

11%

Percent of Teaching Time Devoted to Communication Skills

How Much Time Teachers Devote to Computation Skills

On the whole, the 356 teachers spend much less time with computation skills than with
communication skills. One-fourth of the group apparently had teaching assignments that
excluded arithmetic courses. Approximately three-fourths of the teachers having arith-
metic courses devoted between 20% and 60% of their time to computational skills.

22%

.40-59% 20-39%

10%

1-19%

Percent of Teaching Time Devoted to Computational Skills

14

25% of 356 Teachers

None



What Supplementary Materials and Methods Teachers Use

The teachers were questioned on their use of certain materials and methods. Only two
types of supplementary materialsnewspapers and films-were reportedly used by over
half the 356 teachers. Materials and methods in the miscellaneous category below include
records, mimeographed materials, filmstrips, overhead transparencies, and boxed kits of
materials.

Supplementary Materials
and Methods

Newspapers

Films

Magazines and periodicals

Public libraries

Tapes

Resource speakers

School libraries

Field trips

Television

Other materials or methods

Percent of 356 Teachers

61%

46%

33%

30%

25%

12%

17%

What Methods and Materials Teachers Consider Most Successful

After the teachers indicated the supplementary materials and methods used, they were
asked to indicate those which they considered to be the most successful. The methods
and materials indicated most frequently as being successful were, in rank order, . . .

newspapers.

films.

magazines and periodicals.

tapes.

resource speakers.

field trips.

15
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What Audio-Visual Aids Teachers Consider Helpful

The teachers were asked to specify which audio visual aids they considered particularly
effective in working with ABE students. Grouped by frequency with which they were
mentioned, these audio-visual aids included, in rank order, . . .

slides and filmstrips.

overhead transparencies.
tapes.
films.

controlled reader materials.
Language Master cards.

records (with headsets).
chalkboards

flashcards.
charts.

What Problems Teachers Encounter

Teachers were asked to list the major problems encountered in teaching ABE students.
Analysis of responses suggest four general problem areas. These areas are, in order of
frequency with which they were mentioned, . . .

irregular attendance of students.
wide range of student abilities.

students' motivations and expectations of ABE.

lack of relevant instructional materials.

How Teachers Evaluate Student Progress

Observation of class performance is the most common method by which the 356
teachers evaluate the progress of adult students. Attainment of levels in sequenced
learning or programmed materials was ranked next, followed closely by standardized
achievement tests. "Other evaluation methods" included teacher-made tests and teacher-
student conferences.

Evaluation Method Percent of 356 Teachers

Observation of class performance

Use of sequenced or programmed
learning materials

Standardized achievement tests

Other evaluation methods

71%

36%

18



STUDENT PROFILE

In an effort to learn more about ABE studentstheir characteristics, backgrounds,
attitudes, educational patterns, and educational needs-an interview approach was used to
collect data from a sample group. Students in the sample group represent 45 of the 72
ABE programs in operation during the 1968.69 school year. All interviewed students were
enrolled in programs that had been in existence for more than one school year. Students
enrolled in 26 ABE programs in the first year of operation were not considered for inter-
views. One eligible district did not return student data.

"Who" the Students Are

Basic information on all persons interviewed was collected from school records.
Pertinent data on the make-up of the sample group are set forth below.

I

SAMPLE GROUP: 509 Students Representing 45 ABE Programs

I I
11

1'..t r.

si

I..

I I

0.
I...I e a -.

Where Students Were Born

Approximately two-thirds of the 509 students in the sample group were born outside
Ohio. Of these, 197 were born in another of the fifty states and 102 were born in
foreign countries. Data were not provided for the remaining 55 students.

Place of Birth Percent of 509 Students

Ohio

Other state

Foreign

No data

'30%

39%

20%

11%

19



Where Students from Other States Were Born
Of the 197 born in a state other than Ohio, about two-thirds were born in the South and

nearly one-fourth in Appalachia.

Place of Birth Percent of 197 Students Born in Other States

The South'

Appalachia2

Other state3

6/M

23';

lAtebame, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia.

2Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia.

3Colorado, Illinois, Indian*. Massachusetts. Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, New York,

North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas.

Where Foreign Students Were Born

Nearly three-fourths of the 102 students classified here as foreign were born on the
European continent. Persons in Vic next largest group were born in a U.S. territory
Puerto Rico.

Place of Birth

Europe'

Puerto Rico

Other 2

Percent of 102 Foreign-Born Students

12

9

'Austria, Ctechostovakie, France, Germany, Greece, Hunflavf, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Aomanie, Russia.

Spain, Yugostovia.

2Areble, Canada, China, Cubs, My., Macke, Taiwan.

Where Students Grew Up
While only 30% of the S09 students in the sample group weie born in Ohio, 3744

chimed Ohio as their childhood home. Since the interview question defined childhood
as the ages of S through 16, this 37% qualified for educational services provided by Ohio
schools.

Childhood
Home

Ohio

Other state

foreign

No data

Percent of 609 Students

1111111111111
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Where Students Stopped Prior Schooling
Percentages of students growing up in Ohio and discontinuing schooling in Ohio are

very similar.

Place Schooling
Was Discontinued

Ohio

Other state

Foreign

No data

Percent of 609 SI idents

36%

10%

What Schooling Students Had As Youths
Of the sample group, 55% indicated they had completed some level of education up to

but not exceeding eighth grade. Slightly more than one-fourth had some high school
experience and 11% indicated they had graduated from high school. By program
guidelines, persons in the latter two categories were presumably functioning below an
eighth-grade level of proficiency.

Highest Schooling
Completed

No formal schooling

Grades 1-3

Grades 4-6

Grades 7-8

Grades 9.11

High school graduate

Other/no data

Percent of 609 Students

21

I I

6%

When Students Stopped Attending School
Almost one-fourth of the 509 students stopped attending school in the 1960's and in

turn enrolled in ABE. This fact tends to indicate that younger persons are realizing that
without educational skills finding and holding satisfactory employment Is difficult.
Percentages of the 509 students who stopped attending school, by decade, were...

24% (1960.1969)
14% (1950.1959)

19% (1940.1949)
IS% (1930.1939)

10% (1920.1929)
5% (19101919)

1% (1900.1909)
12% no tea.

21



Why Students Left School
To categorize students' sta.ements about why they left school interviewers used seven

words along with descriptive remarks. From remarks, it is evident that different
interviewers categorized responses in different ways. They frequently fell back to the
word "other," particularly when students indicated a combination of reasons that inter-
acted. Percentages of the S09 students whose reasons for leaving school, as generalized
by code words, were .. .

27% financial.

24% other.

14% graduation.

8% domestic.

8% marriage.

7% academic.

4% health.

4% combinations.

4% no response.

Where Students Now Live
Slightly more than two-thirds of the S09 students In the sample group now live in

urban areas.

Home Location

Urban

Small town

Seburban

Rural (non-farm) III-6%

Rural (farm)

No data 1-2%

Percent of 509 Students

13

How Long Students Have Lived in the Community
Contrary to expectations, many members of the student sample group (61%) were

residents of the same community for 10 years or more.

Veen in Community

30% 30%

Percent of 609 Students

22

17%

30,

14%



How Long Students Have Had Their Current Address

ABE directors and other school administrators often claim mobility as a major problem
in recruiting students for the program. The data below suggest that mobility of ABE
students is not greatly different from the national average (about one in five families
moves each year, according to census data). Slightly over one-fourth of the sample
group had lived at their current address for one year or less; about half had lived at their
current address six or more years.

Years at Current Address

26% 30% 20%

Percent of 509 Students

1 1 4

24%

How Students Are Employed
Of the 509 students interviewed, 50% said they were employed full-time and 20%

part-time. The remaining 30% considered themselves unemployed or qualified their
responses.

A total of 439 students, or 86% of the sample group, responded to a question about
their usual occupations. Since the question was open-ended, responses were generalized
and classified into six areas. Of the 439 students who were employed full-time or
part -time,

34% did service-oriented work.

15% did structural work.

9% had machine-oriented work.

5% had clerical or sales occupations.

3% had professional, technical, or managerial jobs.

34% indicated miscellaneous occupations.

How Students Feel About Present Employment
Over one -third of the students in the sample group indicated that they were satisfied

with their present employment. About one-fourth would prefer a change. Included
among the 37% who did not respond were many of the 30% mentioned previously who
considered themselves unemployed or qualified their responses.

Attitude Toward
Present Job

Satisfied

Like to change

Iro response/no data

Percent of 509 Students

3-

Reasons the 24% gave for wanting to chsnge employment fell generally into three
areas, which were . . .

desire to enter a specific occupation or position.

desire for higher wages, better hours, improved working conditions, more challeng-
ing employment, less strenuous work, and full-time employment.

miscellaneous reasons such as inter-personal relationships, fest of automation,
and change for the sake of change.
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What Students Earned in 1968
Persons in the sample group were asked about their income for the previous year. Of

the 509 students, ...

5% earned over nine thousand.

10% earned seven to nine thousand.

13% earned five to seven thousand.

16% earned three to five thousand.

11% earned two to three thousand.

30% earned under two thousand.

15% provided no data.

How Students Learned About ABE
Students In the sample group learned about ABE from a variety of sources. By

generalized categories, sources of information reported for the 509 students were

19% other ABE students.
18% news mediaradio, newspapers, or television.

17% community agencies.

13% school recruiters or counselors.

10% combined sources.

9% varied school sources.

8% relatives and friends.
6% unclassified.

Whether Students Are Recruited by Other ABE Students
Approximately two of every five students in the sample group knew one or more ABE

students prior to enrolling. Over one In four indicated that another ABE student had in
fluenced him to enroll. However, when asked how important this Influence was, the
students weren't sure. Of the 509 students,

41% knew other ABE students before enrolling.

28% saki ABE students influenced ;hem to enroll.

Who Encourages Students to Enroll
When asked what person had given them the most encouragement to attend ABE,

responses ,were quite varied. The most frequently mentioned persons, grouped In tank
order by times mentioned, were .. .

teachers.

husbands and wives.

children and friends.

mothers and agency workers.

fathers, brothers, and sisters.

social workers.
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How Long Students Have Been in ABE
Of the sample group, 250 students had been enrolled six mon thq or less when inter-

viewed. At the other end of the scale, 40 students had been enrolled between 31 to 36
months, or nearly as long as any programs had been operational.

Months In ABE

49% 18% 13% 20%

Percent of 509 Students

How Students Come to ABE Classes
Finding a method of transportation to class is sometimes a problem. When questioned,

over half the students indicated that they usually come to class by automobile.

Means of Transportation Percent of 509 Students

Automobile

Walking

Public transportation

Other

111111111111111

How Much Time Students Spend Coming to Class
The amount of time it takes students to travel from home, or from their job, to ABE

classes ranges from less than 10 minutes to over an hour. Over three-fourths of the
sample group spend 20 minutes or less enroute.

Minutes to Corns to Clan

10

61%

Percent of 609 Students

27%

31

14%

How Many People Live in Students' Homes
Slightly less than 696 of the students indicated that they lived alone. Nearly 60%

lived with their spouses. Many lived with a variety of relatives. Four students reported
13 or mote living in their homes.

Persons In Student's Horne

22% 37%

Potent o1 509 Students

23

21%

154

8%

No Data

9% 7% 4%



How Students Feel ABE Has Affected Their Lives

In an open-ended question, the 509 students were asked how ABE had affected tht r
lives. Responses were almost all positive in nature and centered primarily around
educational concerns. The few negative responses were centered around the amount of
time ABE takes away from other activities considered to be important. Feelings most
frequently expressed in rank order by times mentioned, related to .

improved reading.

improved math.

improved self confidence.

improved writing.

encouragement about life and job.
understanding and speaking English better.

meeting new people.

feeling improved all around.

helping children with schoolwork.

communicating better.

help on the job.

help in getting a better job.

Whether Students Vote
Voting was considered an indicator of students' acceptance of responsibility within the

community and as a citizen. Of the 509 students in the sample group, ...
86%were native or naturalized citizens.

81% were 21 years of age or older.

60% were registered to vote.

56% voted in the past election.

Whether Students Are on Welfare

Improving students' abilities to support themselves and their families is a prime purpost,
of ABE. When the 509 students were asked whether they ever have been ti are currently
on welfare ...

25% said they had been on welfare at sometime.

20% said they were currently receiving some welfare support.

Why Students Enrolled in ABE

Students were asked their goals, objectives, or reasons for enrolling in ABE. The range
of views expressed was vast and impossible to list in entirety. The most frequently
mentioned goals, categorized in a generalized manner and listed in rank order, were
related to . . .

language objectives-e.g., learn or improve English skills, learn or improve writing
or spelling skills, learn to speak English.

reading objectives-e.g., learn or improve reading skills.

general education objectives45.g., improve or further education.

job-related objectives-e.g.,get a better job, get a job, learn job skills.

personal objectives44., improve self, felt need to be educated.
math objectivese.g., learn or improve math skills.

specific educational objectives -e.g., go on to high school,
pats high school equivalency, finish high school.
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How Students Help Themselves
Interviewers asked a series of questions to see if ABE programming effects change in

student attitude and behavior toward becoming more interested in and familiar with the
world in which he lives. It was hoped the responses would serve as indicators of change in
the educational and cultural values held by students before ABE enrollment and after
exposure to ABE activities. In the data presented below, no significant changes are
noted.

PenA nt of 509
Students

I

Before ABE
Enrollment

At Tome of .

Inter vrm

Owned a dictionary 81% 89%

listened to news almost every day 1;7% 88%

Subscribed to newspaper or got one almost daily 76% 79%

Subscribed to one or more magazines 55% 65%

Used a public library 43% 50%

How Students View Progress Toward Goals
Students' views of their progress tend to parallel their expected goals. In general: the

students in the sample group felt they were making progress toward achievement of their
objectives as stated in their reasons for enrolling ABE. The most frequently mentioned
areas of progress, in rank order, were related to ...

language objectives.

reading objectives.

general education objectives.

job-retated objectives.
specific educational objectives.

personal objectives.

math objectives.

How Students Assess Their Rate of Progress
Over eight of every ten students in the sample group indicated that they were pro-

gressing as fast, or faster, then they had expected.

Rate of Progress

Faster than expected

About as fast as expected

Slower then expected

Percent of 609 Students

11

No opinion or response I--2%
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What Interferes with Student Progress
When asked whether anything interfered with their going to school, 29% answered yes

and gave a variety of reasons. Those mentioned most frequently were, in rank order:

work.

family illness.

home responsibilities.

children and/or baby sitting problems.

church activities.

tiredness.

spouse's working hours.

How Students View Themselves As Recruiters
A majority of the interviewed students felt that they could do as well or better than

nonstudent recruiters. Of the 509 students, . . .

46% felt they could recruit better than a nonstudent.
40% felt they could recruit as well.

10% felt they would not do as well.
4% did not respond.

When asked if they would recommend ABE classes to a friend who wanted to improve
himself, 98% said yes.

How Well Students Have Served As Recruiters
Over eight of ten students in the sample group said they had told friends about ABE.

One of two saki one or more friends had actually enrolled in ABE.

Students As Recruiters

Told friend (s)

Had friend(s) enroll

Percent of 609 Students

How Student Recruiters View Turndowns
Students who told friends about ABE but couldn't get them to enroll were asked the

reasons given by persons contacted. Open-ended answers were categorized generally and,
in the opinion of the responding students, ...

49% of the prospects not enrolling lacked motivation, confidence, or understanding.
23% had workrelated reasons or excuses.

11% had home, financial, or health reasons.

8%lacked transpotiation or had to travel too far.
9% had miscellaneous reasons or excuses.

Whether Students Participate in Their Children's School Activities
Of the S09 ABE students in the sample group, 223 had children in school. Of these

parents, 62% said they attended PTA meetings and other school activities.

ABE Students As Parents Percent of 609 Students

Have children in school

Attend PTA meetings and other
ct/vities in child's school

.11
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this state-wide survey of ABE directors, teachers, and students
suggest the necessity of moving Adult Basic Education into the status of a full-time
partner in Ohio's educational system. Three areas of improvement are vitalemployment
of more full-time adult educators, improvement of programs designed to meet the many
and varied needs of adult learners, and additional state financial support.

Since the passage of the Adult Education Act much progress has been made, particularly
when the part-time status of most programs is considered. For this progress, participating
educators deserve much credit.

When long-range needs are viewed, however, it is evident that priorities must be estab-
lished that will enable adult and continuing education to play a major role in today's
rapidly changing and complex society. The observations and recommendations set forth
below, hopefully, will provide insights for establishing priorities that meet basic needs
and demands of adult learners.

What the Director Profile Suggests

Directors of many ABE programs are employed on a part-time basis. In larger programs,
and if funding permits, employment of a full-time directortshould rate a high priority in
program planning.

Program directors reported spending a majority of their time in program and curriculum
planning, supervision of teachers, and recruitment of students. Apparently little time is
directed toward inter-agency coordination and linkage of various programs for adult
learners. More effort in these areas is needed.

The majority of teachers employed in ABE programs are trained in elementary educa-
tion. Directors should provide local preservice and inservice training for such teachers to
insure their familiarity with techniques for working with adults. Teaching methods, to be
successful, must be tailored to the needs and interests of adults.

The survey provided little evidence to indicate that many directors conduct in service train-
ing on an ongoing basis. Each director of a large program should provide for acorn.
prehensive program of inservice training. Directors of smaller programs could work to-
gether on a county or regional basis to provide training for their staff members.

Directors repotted that curricular emphasis is placed primarily on the development of
communication skills. Measures should be taken, as needed locally, to insure that the
curriculum meets adult needs and interests.

A variety of standardized tests are used in ABE programs. The entire process of
student orientation and testing should be given careful study by each local program
director. Thoughtful consideration should be given to the selection, scheduling, and
administration of tests. The results of tests used should provide consistent feedback for
teachers, directors, and students alike.

Public school facilities are the most frequently used locations for ABE classes.
Criteria for the selection of facilities for adult learners should include the location of
classes for student convenience and an atmosphere conducive to student comfort.

*Most ABE scheduling is on a part-time basis, usually in the evening. Consideration
should be given to scheduling day-time learning laboratories or offering day-time classes
as well as evening classes.

Irregular student attendance is regarded as a problem by many directors and teachers.
Expecting adults, with their attendant life responsibilities, to be as tegulat in school
attendance as children is unrealistic. It Is important to institute follow-up contacts
to determine why adults are absent and to provide assistance, when advisable and possible.
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Recruitment efforts appear to be mass-media oriented, thus directed toward the general
population. More effort should be directed toward aggressive recruitment campaigns in
which both direct and indirect methods focus on specific populations. The services of
state or community agencies in recruitment should be given more emphasis.

Individual student folders are kept as a part of most programs. What is kept, and how,
varies considerably from program to program. A minimum local-level record system
should contain: hours of ABE completed, test data as available and appropriate, ABE
levels completed, and relevant employment data. However the system is organized, it
should be one that can be maintained with a minimum of cost and effort. The
system should aid students in employment or future educational opportunities. ideally,
each student should periodically receive a record card that he can provide, on request, to
an employer or training program director.

What the Teacher Profile Suggests

Idost ABE teachers are employed on a part-time basis. As funds become available, and
where the student population merits, teachers should be employed on a full-time basis.

Teachers report that curricular emphasis is placed prim rily in the development of cont
munication skills. This conforms with the major reason adults report for entering the
program. Care should be taken to insure that program offerings are tailored to mret
adult levels of interest, need, and ability.

ABE curriculum Is designed, in most cases, according to identified needs of the students
served. Determination of these needs rests with the professional judgments of the
program directors, counselors, and teachers. Student interests, as well as needs, should
be given high priority in curriculum planning.

Teachers expressed r desire for additional inservice training. Local inservice efforts
should be expanded and teachers should be given frequent opportunities to attend state
and regional workshops.

'When an adult enrolls for an ABE program, teachers use s variety of methods to deter.
mine the level at which the potential student will begin. The most popular methods appear
to be teachertudent conferences, standardized reading tests, and informal reading tests.
While professional judgment In making assignments may work quite satisfactorily, much
can be said in favor of an objective, standardized approach.

A "core" of teachers, experienced In working with adults with bask educational defi-
ciencies, appears to be developing in Ohio. Over half of the teachers completing survey
questionn, Tres had from one to three years previous experience In ABE. This core group
should be cultivated, encouraged, and provided additional training if Ohio's ABE
programs are to continue to grow in quantity and quality.

Student absence is perceived as a major problem by many ABE teachers. Attention
should be given to developing immediate follow -up procedures in the event of student ab-
sence. Follow-up an be handled by teachers, home-school liaison personnel, recruiters,
or pars-professionals. Where the dropout rate seems especially high, the program itself
should be evaluated to determine how it may be contributing to student disinterest or
insecurity.

Teachers reported frequent use of a wide variety of audio-visual aids. Instructional
techniques should be varied to make the program as interesting and comprehensive as
possible.

Dealing with a wide range of student abilities was repotted as a problem by a number of
teachers. The individualization of instruction for each student must be a top priority in
the ABE curriculum. Adult students should be permitted to work as much as possible at
their own rate and at their own level of ability.
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What the Student Profile Suggests

Survey data indicate that over 60% of the interviewed students have resided in their
present communities for ten years or more and that over 40% of the total sample group
have lived at their present address for six or more years. These data tend to refute a
concern expressed in many ABE directors and teachers--that the mobility of students
causes many of their dropout problems.

Students usually have one or more goals in mind when they enroll in an ABE program.
These goals and other student interests should be a part of the decision-making process
when curriculum emphases are determined.

Almost one-fourth of the students surveyed dropped out of school during the sixties, an
era withgreat emphasis on the importance of education for everyone. Program promotion
and recruitment efforts should, therefore, be directed toward involving young under-
educated adults as well as older ones.

Students reported a variety of interferences that affected their attendance. Many
of the reasons were related to work or family responsibilities. Every effort should
be made to offer program opportunities at hours that are convenient for the popula-
tion the program is designed to serve.

One-third of the interviewed students indicated they were proceeding slower than
expected or refused to comment about their progress. Programs should be conducted
in a manner which allows each adult to proceed at his own pace. An adult should not
feel he has to drop from the program because he is behind the "group."

The students interviewed indicated that they receive a great deal of support and en-
couragement from their spouses and their children but identified teachers as the most
frequent source of encouragement. This suggests that each adult, if he is to remain in
the program, must have an understanding teacher and should experience immediate and
continuing success in his ABE learning experiences.

Job-related factors were indicated as major reasons for enrollment in ABE. Curricu-
lar emphasis should reflect these interests. Where possible and practical, linkage with job-
training programs should be 'established. N

ABE enrollment across the state appears to be almost equally balanced between whites
and non-whites. The enrollment is also comprised of many students who were born and
reared outside Ohio.

Students who are currently enrolled in ABE appear to feel that they can play a signifi-
cant role in encouraging other adults to enroll. This person-to-person contact approach
is but one of many techniques that should be used to recruit students.
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